ABSTRACT: Data from scanning radars, radiosondes, and vertical profilers deployed during three field campaigns are analyzed to study interactions between cloud-scale updrafts associated with initiating deep moist convection and the surrounding environment. Three cases are analyzed in which the radar networks permitted dual-Doppler wind retrievals in clear air preceding and during the onset of surface precipitation. These observations capture the evolution of (i) the mesoscale and boundary layer flow, and (ii) low-level updrafts associated with deep moist convection initiation (CI) events yielding sustained or short-lived precipitating storms. The elimination of convective inhibition did not distinguish between sustained and unsustained CI events, though the vertical distribution of convective available potential energy may have played a role. The clearest signal differentiating the initiation of sustained versus unsustained precipitating deep convection was the depth of the low-level horizontal wind convergence associated with the mesoscale flow feature triggering CI, a sharp surface wind shift boundary, or orographic upslope flow. The depth of the boundary layer relative to the height of the LFC failed to be a consistent indicator of CI potential. Widths of the earliest detectable low-level updrafts associated with sustained precipitating deep convection were \(3 – 5\) km, larger than updrafts associated with surrounding boundary layer turbulence (\(1 – 3\) km wide). It is hypothesized that updrafts of this larger size are important for initiating cells to survive the destructive effects of buoyancy dilution via entrainment.
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1. Introduction

Correctly representing moist convective processes is critical to accurately predicting regional and global weather and climate, and accompanying operational forecasting of near- and long-term hydrology and severe weather. Numerical simulations rely on a mix of cumulus, turbulence, microphysics, and planetary boundary layer parameterization schemes to represent the generation of shallow and deep moist updrafts and precipitation (e.g., Tiedtke 1989; Kain and Fritsch 1990; Kain 2004; Yano et al. 2004; Bretherton et al. 2004; Wagner and Graf 2010; Chikira and Sugiyama 2010; Derbyshire et al. 2011; Kim and Kang 2011). An important component of understanding all of these phenomena is determining how growing updrafts interact with the surrounding environment to initiate sustained deep moist convection.

Processes leading to the initiation of deep convection often entail a reduction or removal of convective inhibition (CIN) and vertical perturbation of air parcels to their level of free convection (LFC) to release convective available potential energy (CAPE). Elimination of CIN does not necessarily guarantee deep convection initiation because a reduction of in-cloud vertical momentum and positive buoyancy can occur from opposing vertical pressure gradient forces and entrainment of the surrounding air into the updraft (e.g., Rhea 1966; Ziegler and Rasmussen 1998; de Rooy et al. 2013; Morrison 2017; Peters et al. 2019). Organized mesoscale horizontal flow convergence frequently aids convection initiation processes by forcing low-level air parcels upward, locally reducing CIN, deepening boundary layer moisture below cloud base, and providing a focal area for moist updrafts to detrain into the overlying free troposphere, reducing the negative entrainment effect (Ziegler et al. 1997; Markowski and Richardson 2010; Moser and Lasher-Trapp 2017). Common mesoscale convergence features that trigger deep convection initiation (hereafter CI) arise from surface air mass or wind shift boundaries such as fronts, drylines, and cold pool gust fronts (e.g., Wilson and Schreiber 1986; Kingsmill 1995; Wilson and Megenhardt 1997; Ziegler and Rasmussen 1998; Lee et al. 2000; Arnott et al. 2006; Hirt et al. 2020); orographic circulations (e.g., Kottmeier et al. 2008; Demko et al. 2009;
A complete understanding of the specific controls on CI is limited partly by our inability to adequately observe the near-cloud environment. A variety of field studies, such as the Convection Initiation and Downdraft Experiment (Wilson et al. 1988), the International H2O project (Weckwerth et al. 2004), the Convective Storm Initiation Project (Browning et al. 2007), and the Convective and Orographically-induced Precipitation Study (COPS; Wulfmeyer et al. 2008), and the Cumulus Photogrammetry In situ and Doppler Observations experiment (Damiani et al. 2008), aimed to map mesoscale and mesoscale kinematic and thermodynamic heterogeneity surrounding focal areas of CI. Superimposed surface mesoscale convergence, complex orography, and CBL circulations can yield significant sub-10-km-scale variation among environmental CAPE, CIN, moisture, and wind shear fields. In the area immediately surrounding forecasted CI locations (e.g., Weckwerth et al. 1996; Markowski and Richardson 2007; Ziegler et al. 2007; Kalthoff et al. 2009; Behrendt et al. 2011; Khodayar et al. 2010, 2013; Nelson et al. 2021).

In addition to uncertainties regarding the measurement of the near-cloud environment, many fundamental processes regarding how cloud-scale updrafts interact with their environment during CI are not well understood. Recent theoretical and cloud-scale LES studies demonstrate that convective cloudy updrafts are composed of $O(1)$-km-wide ascending buoyant thermals (e.g., Zhao and Austin 2005; Houston and Niyogi 2007; Kirshbaum 2011; Varble et al. 2014; Morrison 2016; Moser and Lasher-Trapp 2017). The size of a thermal may partly control the amount of buoyancy dilution within the cloud (Morrison 2017) and, thus, initial updraft width could be one factor governing CI. Numerical representation of updraft size and vertical mass flux is sensitive to the model grid resolution (e.g., Bryan et al. 2003; Varble et al. 2014; Varble et al. 2020; Hirt et al. 2020), as well as other physical parameterizations, limiting what can be ascertained about updraft-environment interactions using convection-allowing mesoscale models. A more complete understanding of CI requires synchronized observation of the near-cloud mesoscale environment and cloud-scale $[O(100)\text{ m}]$ depiction of three-dimensional (3D) flow in and below deepening convective updrafts to validate theoretical and LES-based hypotheses. However, such observations are difficult to acquire owing to the need for fortuitously positioned scanning radars, as well as possible dangers associated with penetrating potentially intense deep midlatitude convection with typical aircraft (e.g., Musil et al. 1991; Rosenfeld et al. 2006; Honomichl et al. 2013).

In this study, we focus on understanding warm season midlatitude CI using observations from three cases collected during recent field campaigns: the Remote Sensing of Electrification, Lightning, and Mesoscale/Microscale Processes (RELAMPAGO; Nesbitt et al. 2021) project, the Cloud, Aerosol, and Complex Terrain Interactions (CACTI; Varble et al. 2021) project, and the Plains Elevated Convection At Night (PECAN; Geerts et al. 2017) experiment. These field campaigns deployed balloon radiosondes, scanning precipitation radars, and vertically profiling lidars and radiometers to detail the environments supporting CI. Three-dimensional dual-Doppler wind retrievals are conducted for all three cases, documenting flow structure in the boundary layer for several hours leading up to and during CI. These data allow estimation of the size, structure, and evolution of early convective updrafts in the context of the surrounding environmental thermodynamic conditions and mesoscale flow. Dual-Doppler wind observations surrounding CI are rare; thus, these analyses provide a unique opportunity to improve our understanding of complex multiscale convective processes.

Section 2 outlines the critical instrumentation deployed during the three CI missions examined in this study. Section 3 discusses the evolution of the boundary layer flow, mesoscale triggering mechanisms, and environmental profiles leading up to CI. Section 4 analyzes the evolution and intensity of the dual-Doppler-retrieved low-level convective updrafts at their earliest detectable stages. Last, sections 5 and 6 compare analyses across the three cases and synthesize conclusions.

2. Cases and datasets

A primary objective of the concurrent RELAMPAGO and CACTI projects was to observe CI processes resulting from distinctive mesoscale environments interacting with the complex terrain of central Argentina. We will detail radar and radiosonde data collected during two deployments occurring along the Sierras de Córdoba (SDC) range in the Córdoba province on 29 November and 4 December 2018 (Fig. 1). More detail on instrument deployment, operations, datasets, and quality control can be found in Nesbitt et al. (2021) and Varble et al. (2021).

On 29 November, multiple precipitating convective cells initiate along the east side of the SDC between approximately 1615 and 1715 UTC (1315–1415 local time) (e.g., Fig. 1a). At least five precipitation cores reached a maximum C-band radar reflectivity greater than 50 dBZ at low levels and persisted for a duration between 1 and 2.5 h. A mesoscale radiosonde network consisted of hourly launches between 1300 and 1900 UTC from six mobile facilities (Schumacher 2019; Wurman and Kosiba 2021) and every three hours from the U.S. Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Mobile Facility (AMF) instrument site (Holdridge et al. 2018), collecting full tropospheric thermodynamic and wind profiles prior to and after CI. Two Doppler on Wheels (DOWs; Wurman and Kosiba 2021b) X-band radars and a C-band Scanning ARM Precipitation Radar (CSAPR2; Bharadwaj et al. 2018) collected data east of the SDC near the AMF site. Throughout the deployment, the DOWs collected volumetric plan-position indicator (PPI) scans between 0.5° and 42° antenna elevation angles every 3–5 min. The CSAPR2 scanned PPI volumes between 0.5° and 33°, collecting ~6-min-duration volumes every 15 min. Volume...
Start times for CSAPR2 and the DOWs are synchronized, and the radars are optimally positioned for dual-Doppler wind retrievals surrounding the CI location. Although dual-Doppler retrievals are limited to a 15-min frequency, the 16-km radar baseline yields excellent spatial resolution of the three-dimensional flow.

A similar instrument deployment occurred on 4 December, with only subtle differences in the locations of mobile assets, particularly the radiosondes (Schumacher 2019; Wurman and Kosiba 2021a; Holdridge et al. 2018) (Fig. 1b). The radar network (Bharadwaj et al. 2018; Wurman and Kosiba 2021b) detected surface precipitation associated with a weak convective cell forming at nearly the same local time and geographical location as during the 29 November case. This surface precipitation signal persists for only 30 min as the cloud moves eastward away from the terrain. Near-surface C-band radar reflectivity does not exceed 35 dB$Z$ for more than 15 min, and thus remains below thresholds utilized by a companion study (Nelson et al. 2021) to classify sustained CI processes. Longer-lived deep convection initiates approximately 60 km north of this cell, outside of the instrument array.

Our third case occurred during the PECAN field experiment, which focused on understanding nocturnal CI over the U.S. central plains (Weckwerth et al. 2019). During the evening of 3 July 2015, an informal CI mission was conducted with a limited instrumentation array deployed near the base of operations for the project at Hays, Kansas (Fig. 2). Three DOWs (Wurman and Kosiba 2018a) were deployed from approximately 0200–0500 UTC (2100–0000 local time), performing synchronized PPI volume scans with the National Center for Atmospheric Research’s S-/Ka-band dual-polarimetric radar (SPOLKa; UCAR/NCAR 2016) located near McCracken, Kansas. Radar baselines are approximately 45 km, chosen to cast a large net over an area with large forecast uncertainty. Dual-Doppler volumes are available every 10 min. During this deployment, isolated convective cells develop along a southward-moving east-west-oriented line of enhanced radar reflectivity collocated with a surface wind shift between 0230 and 0430 UTC. Cells initiating at 0230 UTC persist for approximately 45 min, while those initiating at later times persist for 2–3 h. Only two balloon radiosondes were launched during the observing period, at 0300 and 0600 UTC at Ellis, Kansas (Clark 2016). The surface wind shift boundary passes over Ellis at approximately 0200 UTC; therefore, all radiosondes were launched north of it. However, vertically pointing lidar (Clark 2015a), atmospheric emitted radiance interferometer (AERI) instruments (Turner 2016), and surface observations (Clark 2015b) provide high-frequency retrievals of thermodynamic and moisture profiles prior to and after the passage of the wind shift boundary. Finally, two mobile mesonets (e.g., Waugh and Fredrickson 2010; Wurman and Kosiba 2018b) performed transects through the center of the radar domain, collecting 3-m surface meteorological observations across the surface boundary.

**Dual-Doppler wind retrievals**

Radar radial velocity and reflectivity data from both clear air and precipitating meteorological targets are quality controlled...
to remove ground clutter and side-lobe contamination, signal interference, and other noise. To facilitate dual-Doppler analyses, single-Doppler velocity and reflectivity data are objectively analyzed to a Cartesian grid with a two-pass isotropic Barnes weighting function (Barnes 1964; Majcen et al. 2008). The smoothing is chosen based on the coarsest spatial sampling in the desired domain (Trapp and Doswell 2000). In all cases, the coarsest vertical sampling (2.0°) was larger than the horizontal data sampling (beams widths for the DOWs, SPOLKas, and CSAPR2, are 0.93°, 0.92°, and 1.0°, respectively). The isotropic Barnes smoothing parameter, \( k = (1.33d)^2 \) (Pauley and Wu 1990), where \( d = R_u \), \( R \) is the maximum distance between the edge of the desired retrieval domain and each radar, and \( \varphi = 2.0° \). The Cartesian grid spacing of the objectively analyzed data, \( \Delta \sim \delta/2.5 \) (Koch et al. 1983). For the 29 November and 4 December 2018 cases, \( \kappa = 0.76 \text{km}^2 \) and \( \Delta = 200 \text{(100)} \text{ m} \) in the horizontal (vertical). Longer radar baselines during the 3 July 2015 case yield comparatively coarser resolution, \( \kappa = 5.94 \text{km}^2 \), \( \Delta = 500 \text{(250)} \text{ m} \) in the horizontal (vertical). In all cases, a two-pass convergence parameter, \( \gamma = 0.3 \), is used (Majcen et al. 2008).

We employ a traditional iterative upward integration of the anelastic mass continuity equation in our wind synthesis (e.g., Dowell and Shapiro 2003), applying a lower boundary condition of \( \omega = 0 \text{ m s}^{-1} \). The lowest matched radar horizon in the CI focus regions of the 29 November and 4 December cases is often located within 100 m of the ground because radars scan uphill. The matched horizon is sometimes as high as 1000 m above the ground in the far reaches of the comparatively large 3 July 2015 dual-Doppler lobes. Lacking sufficient coverage from other sources of near-surface winds, we assume that the single-Doppler winds are constant between the lowest matched radar horizon and the ground. A flat terrain lower boundary is prescribed for the 3 July 2015 case, which occurs on the U.S. plains. For the 29 November and 4 December analyses occurring along the SDC, we prescribe the height of the ground using 3-s resolution topography data. Subsequent iterative upward integration of mass continuity is performed starting at the local terrain height at each horizontal grid point.

3. Mesoscale conditions yielding CI

Many studies use radar reflectivity thresholds to quantitatively define the occurrence of CI (e.g., Wilson and Schreiber 1986; Wilson and Roberts 2006; Lima and Wilson 2008; Rasmussen and Houze 2016; Alexander et al. 2018; Nelson et al. 2021). We examine the low-level mesoscale environment and updrafts immediately leading up to and concurrent with the onset of radar-detected precipitation near the ground. A deeper examination of microphysical cloud properties occurring during the CI process is reserved for future research.

a. 29 November 2018—RELAMPAGO-CACTI

Synoptic northeasterly low-level flow from a surface high pressure off the Atlantic coast of Argentina transported moist air toward the Córdoba region. For several hours preceding CI, deep congestus clouds (cloud tops > 4 km above sea level; hereafter ASL) develop just east of the SDC ridgeline, with shallow cumulus (cloud tops < 2 km ASL) west of the ridgeline.
and comparatively few clouds directly over it (e.g., Fig. 3a). Dual-Doppler wind retrievals indicate mean low-level upslope flow and O(1)-km-wide convergence and divergence perturbations suggesting shallow dry CBL cellular or roll circulations that dominate the overall signal of horizontal convergence (Figs. 4a–c). There is not an obvious continuous swath of near-surface convergence aligned with the terrain, nor one associated with a surface air mass boundary. Rather, a pattern of convergence and divergence resembling the CBL circulations occurring over the lower terrain is also found near the higher terrain. This is consistent with past studies that find ascent from O(1)-km-wide CBL circulations can dominate the signal of the comparatively meager background mesoscale ascent associated with the terrain-induced flow (e.g., Raymond and Wilkening 1980; Demko and Geerts 2010). The low-level northeasterly flow in the dual-Doppler domain increases by 4–5 m s\(^{-1}\) in the 30–45 min preceding the first radar-detected surface precipitation echoes, and there is a subtle reduction in the amount of near-surface divergence along the leading edge of the upslope winds where it meets comparatively stagnant winds to the west (along x \sim \sim -15\text{km}\) in Figs. 4a,b). This leading edge of the northeasterly winds is coincident with the location of deepening cumulus prior to 1630 UTC (purple contours in Figs. 4a,b).

To highlight mesoscale structure of thermally induced orographic flow whose signal is obscured by CBL eddies, we examine along-peak averages (over the range \(25 < y < 5\text{ km}\) in Fig. 4) of the flow (similar to Demko and Geerts 2010). The meridional mean of the flow perpendicular to the SDC on 29 November illustrates that the northeasterly upslope winds are confined to a shallow layer (\(z < 0.75\text{ km}\) above ground level; hereafter AGL) on the eastern slope of the SDC (Figs. 5a,b). Prior to CI, shallow meridional-mean low-level convergence (\(\sim 750\text{ m}\) deep) is occasionally detected near the ridgeline, located within weak winds in the lowest 3–3.5 km AGL (below 1–1.5 km AGL near the ridge top) rather than at the leading edge of the shallow upslope flow (Figs. 5a–c). This early shallow convergence signal may result from thermally induced orographic flow in response to solar heating of the terrain (e.g., Kirshbaum 2013). If significant convergence is associated with the upslope flow, it may be too shallow and close to the ground to detect at this time. However, meridional-mean convergence deepens to \(\sim 1.25–1.5\text{ km}\) AGL after 1630 UTC, as the previously shallow upslope flow strengthens and deepens (by \(\sim 2.5\text{ m s}^{-1}\) and \(\sim 600\text{ m}\), respectively), and reaches the ridgeline (Figs. 5d,e). The first near-surface precipitation radar echoes greater than 35 dBZ occur approximately 10 km east of the ridgeline between 1615 and 1630 UTC, as the shallow layer of upsloping winds begins to deepen and strengthen there. Though meridional mean low-level convergence and updraft is found along many portions of the eastern slopes throughout the observing period, new deep cumulus and CI episodes occur closer to the ridgeline after 1630 UTC (Fig. 3c) as the leading edge of the upslope flow approaches it. Flow from one such precipitating updraft is present within the meridionally averaged flow at 1700 UTC as it travels eastward (e.g., centered at \(x \sim -10\text{km}\) in Fig. 5e), and should not be confused for a longer-wavelength terrain-induced mesoscale circulation.

Observations and supportive simulations of terrain-induced flow by Banta (1984, 1986) reveal leeside convergence supportive of cloud formation. In those studies, a morning erosion of the nocturnal boundary layer results in a downward mixing of westerly momentum that pushes the leeside upslope flow and convergence to its leading edge downstream of the terrain crest. Seemingly, the opposite trend is observed during 29 November, where upslope flow progresses uphill into a layer of relatively weak flow present up to \(\sim 1\text{ km}\) above the ridge line. We speculate in this case that the uphill progression of upslope flow may result from a combination of factors related to a thermally forced solenoidal orographic circulation and strengthening of the background meso- to synoptic-scale northeasterly flow in the afternoon (i.e., a “mechanical” forcing) (Kirshbaum et al. 2018), the latter of which does not appear to be directly represented by the simulations of Banta (1986). However, larger-scale low-level flow factors aside, it is possible that the continued upward progression of upslope flow on 29 November is consistent with Banta (1986) simulations because of the relatively stagnant horizontal winds located in a 0–1.5-km-deep layer above the ridgeline between 1500 and 1700 UTC. In this situation, daytime convective mixing does not encounter significant westerly momentum to transport downward to oppose the upslope flow.

It is difficult to definitively evaluate the degree of thermally forced flow symmetric about the terrain because of the relative paucity of data west of the ridgeline. Radiosonde observations directly west of the dual-Doppler region (cyan profile in Figs. 5a,e) indicate low-level westerlies of similar magnitude to the easterly upslope flow. This limited wind data may suggest shallow anabatic flow that is partly symmetric about the ridgeline, consistent with the existence of an orographic solenoidal circulation. If both thermally and mechanically forced flows are generating convergence near the ridgeline, they may combine to support the evolution of cloud development and CI. This bears similarity to conclusions made by studies of the 15 July 2007 CI event occurring in the Black Forest Mountains during COPS (Kalthoff et al. 2009; Behrendt et al. 2011; Khodayar et al. 2013).

Examination of synchronized radiosonde launches illustrates spatial heterogeneity of static instability and moisture surrounding the forecasted CI location (Fig. 6). The boundary layer\(^1\) is topped by an elevated statically neutral layer (between \(\sim 830\) and 700 hPa, depending on the radiosonde launch site), with considerable moisture heterogeneity present across the sounding array (e.g., water vapor mixing ratio \(q_v\), spans 1.8–6.8 kg \(\text{kg}^{-1}\) at 775 hPa). Significant low-level mean layer (ML\(^2\)) CIN is

---

\(^1\) We quantify boundary layer depth using the method described by Liu and Liang (2010), which detects the first height at which the vertical gradient of potential temperature exceeds 4 K km\(^{-1}\).

\(^2\) Sounding parameters are calculated by lifting a parcel assumed to have mean thermodynamic properties found in the lowest 100 hPa of the atmosphere. ML metrics are used over those calculated from parcel originating at a single height to partly account for mixing of boundary layer air into low-level updrafts (e.g., Craven et al. 2002; Markowski and Richardson 2010).
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FIG. 3. (a),(d) GOES-16 visible radiance at 1530 UTC (UCAR/NCAR 2019) and (b),(c),(e),(f) cloud top height derived from GOES infrared brightness temperature at 1630–1730 UTC (ARM 2018) on (left) 29 Nov and (right) 4 Dec 2018. Surface elevation above sea level is shown in green–brown shading in (b), (c), (e) and (f) and with contours (outermost contour is 1.5 km above sea level, incremented by 0.2 km) in green in (a) and (d), and in black in (b), (c), (e), and (f). Radiosonde launch sites and radar positions are shown in all panels. Locations of CI events discussed in the text are annotated in (b), (d), and (e).
present over the lowest terrain, where the boundary layer and overlying elevated neutral layer are the most decoupled. CI occurs within 10–15-km horizontal distance of the highest portion of the ridgeline (located at $y = -6$ km in Figs. 1, 3, and 4), near where relative humidity is highest, and ML LFC and CIN are minimized (green and blue profiles in Fig. 6a).

Relative humidity steadily increases in the upper boundary layer and lower free troposphere leading up to CI as a result of increasing specific humidity (Fig. 6b). This moistening corresponds to deepening upslope flow and possibly with moist updrafts and clouds detraining into the lower free troposphere (the soundings shown in Fig. 6b are launched near the cloud line that is continuous with the convergence line retrieved).
within the dual-Doppler lobes; Figs. 3a–c). A shallow elevated temperature inversion located at 600 hPa erodes between 1300 and 1500 UTC, reducing the ML LFC (from 3165 to 1592 km AGL) in the 1–3 h preceding CI. At most times leading up to CI, the ML CAPE was steadily increasing by \(150 \text{ J kg}^{-1} \text{ h}^{-1}\) and ML CIN was \(20 \text{ J kg}^{-1}\). Initiation of the most sustained convection occurs between 1630 and 1715 UTC when the meridional-mean convergence along the terrain is most consistently deep and reaches heights that are most similar to the nearest radiosonde-measured environmental ML LFC height (Figs. 5a–e). This observation leads us to hypothesize that an environment where the LFC is similar to the depth of mesoscale ascent supports CI, possibly because it minimizes the depth over which parcels must rise before the production of buoyancy within an updraft, offsetting loss by free tropospheric entrainment (e.g., Houston and Niyogi 2007).

b. 4 December 2018—RELAMPAGO-CACTI

On 4 December, a surface low pressure off of the Atlantic coast and a high pressure in southern Argentina yielded southeasterly low-level flow in the Córdoba province along and east of the SDC. This case shares some common elements with the 29 November case; e.g., \(O(1)\)-km CBL cell or roll circulations are evident throughout the dual-Doppler coverage, and there is no visibly obvious band of mesoscale convergence (Figs. 4d–f). Subtle meridional-mean boundary layer convergence (\(\sim0.001 \text{ s}^{-1}\)) is located within the upslope flow near the longitude of weak CI (near \(x = -8 \text{ km}\) in Figs. 5f–j). However, unlike the 29 November case, the upslope component of the background flow is steady (at \(\sim3 \text{ ms}^{-1}\)) and deep (below \(1.5 \text{ km AGL}\)) throughout the deployment rather than increasing and deepening leading up to CI. Easterly winds are observed by radiosondes launched 20–30 km west of the ridgeline, suggesting steady cross-terrain flow (orange and cyan profiles in Figs. 5f–j). Meridional-mean low-level convergence is only \(\sim750 \text{ m}\) deep near the highest terrain. It is possible that mesoscale updraft is located above the shallow clear air returns near the ridgeline, or it is displaced westward or partly disrupted by cross-peak flow, similar to the “ventilation regime” simulated by Kirshbaum (2013). Regardless, the majority of cumulus on this day form and deepen directly over the ridgeline (Figs. 3d–f), and the weak and short-lived surface precipitation echo (\(<35 \text{ dBZ}\) lasting \(<30 \text{ min}\)) occurs as it travels away from the terrain after 1615 UTC in the westerly flow aloft (e.g., Figs. 3e, 4e,f).

Vapor mixing ratio varies by \(\sim3 \text{ g kg}^{-1} / 30 \text{ km}\) across the radiosonde launch sites in the well-mixed boundary layer (below \(\sim800 \text{ hPa}\); Fig. 7a). Radiosondes launched farthest west.
FIG. 6. (a) Skew T–logp diagrams from six synchronized radiosonde launches at 1500 UTC 29 Nov 2018. Sounding profiles are colorized to match launch sites mapped in Fig. 1a. ML CIN and LFC (AGL) are shown in the bottom-left legend. (b) As in (a), but for sequential hourly radiosonde launches nearest to the CI location (green radiosonde launch site in Figs. 1a and 3a–c) between 1300 and 1700 UTC. Time evolution of the ML CIN and CAPE are shown in the legend, and ML LFC is labeled at each time on the right side of the image.
and east of the SDC ridgeline measure well-mixed near-surface profiles decoupled from elevated mixed layers located between 800 and 700 hPa (e.g., orange and cyan profiles in Figs. 5f, 7a), whereas soundings launched nearest to the SDC ridgeline suggest a coupling of these mixed layers (red and green profiles in Figs. 5f, 7a). Thus, in both RELAMPAGO-CACTI cases, surface-based boundary layers and elevated neutral layers are more readily coupled over higher terrain than at lower elevation. However, this condition does not appear to be sufficient for sustained CI. There is considerable variability in the
vertical structure of static stability within the 700–600-hPa layer, resulting in up to 1-km differences in the ML LFC and \( \sim 50 \) J kg\(^{-1}\) differences in ML CIN across the sounding sites prior to CI (Fig. 7a). CI occurs nearest to the sounding launch locations measuring the smallest ML CIN preceding it. Consecutive soundings collected within 5 km of the weak and short-lived convective cell reveal steady well-mixed profiles of virtual potential temperature \( \theta_v \) and \( q_v \) (Fig. 7b). Preceding this convective cell, the capping inversion erodes, eliminating ML CIN, and the free troposphere moistens (between 700 and 500 hPa). Despite these favorable conditions, CI processes do not yield sustained convection.

Overall, boundary layer tops and ML LFC east of the terrain are \( \sim 1 \) km higher on this day than on 29 November. The peak surface sensible heat flux measured at the AMF site is \( \sim 50 \) W m\(^{-2}\) (\( \sim 20\% \)) smaller on 4 December than on 29 November (not shown; McCoy et al. 2018). The depth of the surface-based well-mixed moisture layer from the 1500 UTC AMF radiosonde is similar across these days (between the surface and \( \sim 800 \) hPa; cf. blue profiles in Figs. 6a, 7a), but becomes as deep as the statically neutral profile by the next AMF radiosonde launch (1800 UTC; not shown). Thus, the boundary layer depth estimated by the Liu and Liang (2010) method jumps as the coupled surface-based and elevated neutral layers become indistinct. Conflating these two statically neutral layers is perhaps academic from the static stability perspective of a dry CBL updraft that is ascending through a uniform neutral low-level profile, but there may be ramifications for evaluating entrainment-driven dilution of the low-level updraft as it mixes over the full depth of the coupled neutral layers.

c. 3 July 2015—PECAN

Unlike the 29 November and 4 December 2018 events with CI occurring in orographic flow, CI on 3 July 2015 is observed along a surface wind shift boundary over flat terrain with organized horizontal flow convergence (Fig. 8). This boundary is observed within weak synoptic northeasterly surface winds far north of a surface stationary front located in central Oklahoma. AERI, lidar, and radiosonde measurements collected at Ellis, Kansas, illustrate the vertical structure of the wind shift boundary as it passes by the site at 0200 UTC (Fig. 9). Leading the boundary (south of it), isolated boundary layer updrafts of up to \( 1.5 \) m s\(^{-1}\) are measured between the surface and \( \sim 1.75 \) km AGL (the typical ceiling of reliable data). A similar updraft depth is suggested by contemporaneous lidar measurements made at Hays, Kansas (not shown; Wagner et al. 2016a,b). Assuming steady flow structure in time, the wind shift boundary is approximately 1 km deep 1 h after its passage, and approximately 1.5 km deep 3–4 h after passage (Fig. 9a). Horizontal flow convergence along the boundary extends up to \( \sim 1 \) km AGL. Steady surface cooling occurs at Ellis, Kansas, starting about an hour ahead of the wind shift and continues well after its passage (Fig. 9b). This cooling is likely a result of nocturnal radiative cooling (a shallow near-surface inversion develops between 0300 and 0600 UTC; green and red profiles in Fig. 10) rather than a significantly cooler northern air mass.
Time-to-space-converted mobile mesonet tracks show subtle \( T \) gradients across the surface wind shift, \( \sim -2 \) K/40 km (Fig. 8). However, it is difficult to determine an accurate instantaneous temperature differential across the wind shift because of the 60-min time-to-space conversion window.

To assess changes in static stability and moisture across the boundary, we use both radiosonde and AERI soundings. The AERI profiles most closely match contemporaneous balloon radiosonde profiles between the surface and approximately 850 hPa (Fig. 10); thus, we focus our attention on AERI data collected in this layer. AERI profiles collected ahead of and shortly after the passage of the surface wind shift indicate nearly statically neutral conditions (Figs. 9a, 10), suggestive of a well-mixed boundary layer preceding the wind shift. The 0300 UTC radiosonde measures a layer of nearly statically neutral lapse rates and high \( q \) between the top of the wind shift boundary and \( z = 2 \) km AGL that extends almost all the way to the ML LFC (\( z = 2.2 \) km AGL). This deep moisture layer may be partly a result of lofted low-level moisture located ahead of the wind shift, analogous to isentropic frontal overrunning (e.g., Weckwerth et al. 2019; Miller et al. 2020); however, deep moisture measurements are not available ahead of the surface boundary to confirm this vertical transport. Regardless, this elevated moisture above the wind shift boundary may have helped CI by mitigating dilution of buoyancy within low-level updrafts occurring along the boundary.

With a significant 100-hPa-deep midlevel temperature inversion and cool air behind the boundary, there is 351 (54) J kg\(^{-1}\) of ML CAPE (CIN) measured by the 0300 UTC Ellis radiosonde (Fig. 10). A sounding approximating the environment just ahead (south) of the boundary, synthesized by combining the 0100 UTC AERI profile below 850 hPa and the Ellis 0300 UTC radiosonde profile above 775 hPa (assuming well-mixed \( \theta_e \) and \( q \) profiles between 850 and 775 hPa; solid blue profile in Fig. 10) contains nearly 680 J kg\(^{-1}\) of ML CAPE and only 5.0 J kg\(^{-1}\) of ML CIN. Thus, parcel theory suggests that air ahead of the surface boundary contains sufficient convective potential to surpass the formidable midlevel inversion; whereas, parcels originating from behind the boundary may not. The deepest radar echoes (>35 dBZ) measured by the SPOLKa range–height indicator scans reach \( z \sim 8 \) km.
AGL, about 4.5 km below the equilibrium levels estimated by the 0100 and 0300 UTC soundings (not shown). Processes unaccounted for by parcel theory assumptions may affect this disparity in expected cloud depth, including entrainment of relatively dry air from the free troposphere within the midlevel inversion layer where updraft buoyancy is locally minimized.

There are several areas of vertical vorticity located along the surface wind shift, moving slowly westward along it as the boundary moves southward (Fig. 8). These patches of enhanced vertical vorticity qualitatively resemble “miso-cyclones” described by past studies (e.g., Weckwerth and Wakimoto 1992; Lee and Wilhelmson 1997; Marquis et al. 2007; Buban et al. 2012) that have sometimes been hypothesized to serve as focal points for enhanced updraft, cloud development, and CI (e.g., Lee et al. 2000; Arnott et al. 2006). However, the prominent circulations in the 3 July case are larger (~6 × 10 km in areal extent) and generally weaker (peak vorticity ~0.001–0.003 s⁻¹) than in past studies. Between 0230 and 0400 UTC, two neighboring circulations merge into a larger oblong one whose major axis is oriented ~45° offset from the east–west-oriented surface boundary. This resulting circulation locally contorts and enhances convergence along the surface boundary (Fig. 8b), as in Marquis et al. (2007). Ultimately the circulation becomes detached from the original convergence boundary, lingering to the north and becoming part of a complex apparent double convergence line structure (brown dashed lines in Fig. 8c). One episode of CI on this day occurs approximately 15 km west of the large circulation, near the intersection of the two apparent lines, where low-level convergence is stronger and wider than elsewhere (Fig. 8c). Thus, we hypothesize that this complex circulation locally augments the structure of the boundary to promote CI.

4. Updraft properties

In addition to mapping mesobeta-scale flow comprising the near-cloud environment, the dual-Doppler observations provide measurements of updraft size and strength during CI. During the 29 November case, the first dual-Doppler-detected low-level updrafts associated with the CI process are located approximately 5–7 km east of the SDC ridgeline at 1615 UTC (Fig. 11a). There are two 2–3-km-wide updraft patches (area estimated using the w > 1 m s⁻¹ contour) located along the low-level maximum horizontal velocity gradient tensor approximating the location of the leading edge of the enhanced upslope flow (e.g., Stonitsch and Markowski 2007). The peak magnitude of these updrafts (cells “A” and “B” in Fig. 11) is between 3 and 5 m s⁻¹ at z = 1.5 km AGL. During their initial precipitation
formation between 1615 and 1645 UTC, these updrafts grow to a width of \(~5\) km (Figs. 11a–c). Multiple updrafts and precipitation cores develop along or very near to the surface upslope wind shift near the ridgeline during the next 1.5 h, and many shallow boundary layer updrafts east of the CI locations are suppressed within the area containing precipitation (Figs. 11c–f). Some cells follow a similar evolution to cells A and B, where areas of 1–3-km-wide updrafts develop into more coherent larger 3–5-km-wide ones (e.g., cell “E” in Figs. 11c–f). Other smaller and shorter-lived cells are associated with 1–3-km-wide updrafts that dissipate shortly after formation (e.g., cell “C” in Fig. 11).
It is difficult to decisively identify a singular low-level updraft that is associated with the cloud responsible for producing the short-lived precipitation on 4 December (Fig. 12). Instead, only 1–3-km-wide low-level updrafts associated with CBL thermals are evident surrounding the precipitation. We hypothesize that a primary factor yielding unsustained CI in this case is the lack of a sustained low-level updraft larger than those associated with surrounding CBL thermals. From dual-Doppler measurements, CBL thermals in the 4 December case are similar in horizontal size, magnitude, and distribution to the 29 November case (cf. Figs. 4a–f); thus, processes precluding a wide updraft and successful CI do not appear to result from a lack of vigorous CBL activity.

The dual-Doppler-estimated updraft on 3 July 2015 has a diameter of approximately 5 km at \( z = 1.25 \) km AGL 20 min prior to the first radar-detected precipitation (Fig. 13d). During the next 20 min, multiple similarly sized updrafts develop nearby within a \( \sim 10 \times 10 \) km\(^2\) area along the boundary (Figs. 13e,f). However, the exact updraft sizes are expectedly somewhat uncertain because they are subject to the relatively coarse spatial resolution of the dual-Doppler analyses and their location near the southern fringe of adequate clear air radar signal results in a fairly high matched radar horizon (750–1000 m AGL). It is similarly difficult to objectively quantify the width of the mesoscale boundary at the time of CI for these reasons, but also because the lowest radar beam may be overshooting the top of the surface boundary signal and because of the presence of contortions by circulations and other small-scale variations along it. We estimate the width of the low-level wind shift boundary 1–1.5 h prior to CI, when it is more ideally located within the dual-Doppler coverage, to be 4–6 km (Figs. 13a,b). Subsequent widening of the convergence swath to between 6 and 8 km occurs west of the most prominent circulation during the 0300–0330 UTC period (Figs. 8b, 13c). We hypothesize that this increased width of the convergence along the boundary may have promoted locally wider individual or clustered updrafts that resulted in convective precipitation. Based on the available dual-Doppler data, it is unclear if other CI episodes observed on this day are a result of similar mesoscale processes.

5. Discussion

A variety of short- and long-lived convective cells occurred on 29 November 2018, one short-lived and weak cell occurred in the observing array on 4 December 2018, and a few isolated long-lived cells occurred on 3 July 2015. Estimates of ML CIN in the near-cloud environment immediately preceding CI are similar across each case (<10 J kg\(^{-1}\); Fig. 14a). Thus, the near-elimination of CIN did not appear to differentiate CI outcome, consistent with conclusions by several past studies (e.g., Rhea 1966; Ziegler and Rasmussen 1998; Markowski and Richardson 2010; Khodayar et al. 2010). These near-cloud soundings are those launched closest to the mesoscale features that trigger CI; thus, the near-elimination of CIN among these soundings may be indicative of the environment that is locally primed for CI by mesoscale moisture convergence and lift (e.g., Ziegler and Rasmussen 1998; Markowski and Richardson 2010; Khodayar et al. 2010). These near-cloud soundings are those launched closest to the mesoscale features that trigger CI; thus, the near-elimination of CIN among these soundings may be indicative of the environment that is locally primed for CI by mesoscale moisture convergence and lift (e.g., Ziegler et al. 1997). Investigations of the 15 July 2007 COPS event conclude that moisture advection and forced ascent by mesoscale convergence features and thermally induced orographic flow was required to lift parcels through moderate CIN (Kalthoff et al. 2009; Behrendt et al. 2011; Khodayar et al. 2013). However, in both that case and ours, the full mesoscale environmental heterogeneity may not be ideally observed to differentiate whether mesoscale ascent locally

![Fig. 12. As in Fig. 11, but valid between 1615 and 1645 UTC 4 Dec 2018. Updrafts are shown at \( z = 1.0 \) km AGL because of the vertical coverage of available dual-Doppler data.](image-url)
reduces CIN or simply forces parcels vertically through the CIN layer.

ML CAPE values are also similar across the three cases, spanning from \(\sim 600\) (4 December) to 680 J kg\(^{-1}\) (3 July)\(^3\) when parcel buoyancy is vertically integrated between the LFC and equilibrium level. However, there are differences in the vertical distribution of environmental lapse rates within the column, which are the most (least) stable near and just above the LFC for the 4 December (3 July) case (Fig. 14b). Sustained CI on 3 July and 29 November may be supported by greater instability found lower in the column (e.g., statically neutral layers near \(\sim 500\) and 585 hPa in the red profile in Fig. 14a) than during 4 December, promoting larger values of buoyancy just above the LFC to help offset buoyancy dilution by entrainment (Houston and Niyogi 2007). It is difficult to generalize the impact of environmental relative humidity on CI outcome, because 4 December and 3 July have similarly dry well-mixed boundary layers, and greater free tropospheric humidity below \(z = 5\) km AGL than 29 November (Fig. 14c). Nelson et al. (2021) indicate small variance among relative humidity profiles and deep CAPE measurements observed among a larger sample of sustained and unsustained CI events, suggesting that correlations between humidity profiles and CI outcome in our small sample may not be statistically significant. The height of the boundary layer top is similar to the ML LFC in all three cases (Fig. 14d), suggesting that conditions promoting CBL updrafts to reach the LFC is not a sufficient condition for CI. However, we note that the LFC is sensitive to the resolved details of temperature inversions and moist-adiabatic layers in the lower atmosphere (e.g., the red profile in Fig. 14a).

Some studies suggest that environmental vertical wind shear may inhibit CI due to augmentation of entrainment or adverse pressure gradient forces (e.g., Zhao and Austin 2005; Markowski et al. 2006; Markowski and Richardson 2010; Peters et al. 2019). It is difficult to consistently measure

---

\(^{3}\)Limited available parcel trajectory analysis (not shown) suggests that ascent along the wind shift boundary may contain a mixture of air originating from the north and the south. If true, the net ML CIN and CAPE for updraft parcels could lie between 5 and 54 J kg\(^{-1}\) and between 351 and 680 J kg\(^{-1}\), respectively.

---

**FIG. 13.** (a)–(f) Radar reflectivity at \(z = 1\) km AGL (25 dBZ; green contour), positive vertical vorticity (purple contours; outermost is 0.001 s\(^{-2}\), incremented by 0.001 s\(^{-2}\)), and updraft [red–yellow shading in (d)–(f)] at \(z = 1.25\) km AGL, using dual-Doppler wind retrievals between 0226 and 0410 UTC 3 Jul 2015. Horizontal velocity gradient tensor (gray shading) produced using quasi-2D dual-Doppler wind syntheses (as in Fig. 8). Subjective width of the boundary is highlighted with dashed purple contours in (a)–(c).
spatiotemporal variation of vertical wind shear with the dual-
Doppler data (e.g., Markowski and Richardson 2007) across
cases because of differing radar deployment geometry and
quality of clear-air returns. Radiosonde-measured shear does
not suggest a clear negative correlation with overall daily deep
convective potential across the cases because 29 November
has the largest vertical wind shear in the free troposphere
(Fig. 14d), and sustained CI occurs when shear increases in
the 1–3 km AGL layer associated with increased upslope flow
(Figs. 5a–f). However, vertical wind shear may pose a more
negative impact on relatively narrow updrafts (Peters et al. 2019); thus, updrafts like those seen during the 4 December case may be more impeded than the wider 29 November updrafts despite weaker background shear.

Mesoscale horizontal variations of metrics relevant to CI (e.g., CAPE, CIN, boundary layer depth, etc.) sometimes varied significantly during the RELAMPAGO-CACTI deployments and were difficult to generalize across each case. CIN was not always minimized over the launch sites located at highest elevation, contrary to observations collected during COPS (Kalthoff et al. 2011). Generally, boundary layer depth did not significantly vary in the 2 h preceding CI (Fig. 5), except on 29 November when it deepened nearest to the location of CI (green sounding in Figs. 5a–c) and at the northernmost sounding site (red sounding in Figs. 5c–e). There is perhaps some indication that the boundary layer is a few hundred meters deeper west of the SDC than east of it on 29 November; though, the opposite is true on 4 December. Otherwise, there are generally subtle variations in boundary layer depth relative to terrain and launch location. This is perhaps similar to Behrendt et al. (2011), except for drastic growth of boundary layer depth that they report at one site in complex terrain. However, certain potentially critical portions of the RELAMPAGO-CACTI domain were not well-observed leading up to CI, such as very near the top of the ridge; therefore, it is not possible to definitively compare variations of meteorological metrics across the full terrain profile (e.g., Kalthoff et al. 2011).

The short-lived convection on 4 December dissipates quickly as it travels eastward away from the high terrain. The comparatively well-developed orographic circulations along the terrain on 29 November and wind shift boundary on 3 July appear to allow for more continuous mesoscale lift and CI processes to maintain precipitating updrafts. Thus, the two most robust convection events occurred on the days with the clearest signal of mesoscale convergence, and the longest-lived cells remain in close proximity to it throughout their lifetime.

Subject to the constraints of resolvable spatial scales and coverage of the dual-Doppler analyses on each day, the horizontal widths of these mesoscale convergence regions range between 2 and 8 km (Figs. 5a–e, 8b,c) and are a product of distributions of updraft sizes and nearby ambient profiles. On 3 July, a 4-km-wide swath of convergence widens to 6–8 km by the influence of a 5–10-km-wide cyclonic circulation. On 29 November, convergence along the SDC contained $O(1)$-km horizontal structure similar to that within the neighboring boundary layer, indicating that it can be locally enhanced by CBL convection (e.g., Raymond and Wilkening 1980; Demko and Geerts 2010). Manually removing wind data associated with deep precipitating updrafts slightly reduces the magnitudes of meridional-mean convergence and upward motion, especially as CI occurs near the SDC ridge line after 1630 UTC 29 November (not shown). As a result, it is difficult to unambiguously determine the relative widths of sustained low-level convective updrafts associated with CI and the meridional mean mesoscale convergence region during the 29 November case.

The depths of the mesoscale ascent are difficult to consistently compare across cases because of the variable quality of dual-Doppler wind retrievals and lidar instrument placement relative to CI location and timing. We estimate that mesoscale convergence (updraft) extends from the surface up to approximately 1.25–1.5 (1.5–2.0) km AGL on 29 November and 0.75 km AGL on 4 December. The shallowness of dual-Doppler retrievals because of poor clear air returns aloft on 4 December and 3 July make the vertical extent of updraft unclear. From lidar velocity observations on 3 July (assuming slabular cross frontal flow with time-space conversion), we estimate that convergence extends up to ~1.25–1.5 km AGL associated with isolated boundary layer updrafts just ahead of the surface wind shift, and up to ~1 km AGL along it (Fig. 9).

Weak updraft is detected ahead of the wind shift up to 1.75 km AGL. Radiosonde measurements are not available within mesoscale ascent regions at the time of CI to analyze the local LFC, but the soundings closest to them suggest that neither convergence nor updraft extends up to the ML LFC in any case (Fig. 14d). From these observations, mesoscale ascent extending up to the ML LFC does not appear to be a necessary condition for CI, but likely is beneficial because the days with the estimated deepest convergence yielded the most sustained CI.

Furthermore, subject to the 10–15-min analysis frequency and spatial resolution afforded by the dual-Doppler syntheses, the earliest-detected low-level updrafts associated with the most sustained convection are roughly twice as wide as updrafts associated with nearby CBL turbulence. This comparison suggests that clouds updrafts instigated by individual dry thermals ubiquitous to the CBL are insufficiently wide to survive the negative buoyancy dilution effects of entrainment outside of a mesoscale convergence region. Whereas, wider updrafts occurring within regions of subcloud mesoscale forcing and moisture convergence, perhaps initiated by embedded CBL turbulence, are comparatively less susceptible to buoyancy dilution. Furthermore, boundary layer updrafts may be able to saturate more easily within the region of mesoscale forcing owing to locally modified thermodynamic and moisture conditions. This latent heating may add to their potency beyond that governed by subcloud forcing and turbulence structure from CBL dynamics alone; though, it may also have ramifications to reduce thermal width relative to drier updrafts (Morrison et al. 2021).

The distribution of updraft sizes and nearby ambient profiles across cases appears to be consistent with Rousseau-Rizzi et al. (2017). They find that wider low-level updrafts (measured near the LFC), especially occurring within regions of subcloud mesoscale forcing, favor CI more than narrow ones because of larger obtainable positive buoyancy and updraft. Further, the steep ambient lapse rates above the LFC in the 29 November and 3 July cases (Fig. 14) are associated with more robust convection than the 4 December case, possibly consistent with Houston and Niyogi (2007) and Rousseau-Rizzi et al. (2017). It is possible that having relatively wide (and thus, relatively dilution-immune) low-level updrafts is critical for sustained CI processes in environments containing negative vertical moisture gradients at low levels (e.g., the 29 November case; Fig. 6b).

The altitudes of updraft measurements shown in Figs. 11–13 are chosen because they are the highest within the dual-Doppler data volumes containing the most consistent horizontally
continuous coverage. However, updraft width may vary based on its vertical placement relative to a variety of meteorologically relevant depths, such as the LCL, LFC, and boundary layer top (Keene and Lareau 2019; N. Lareau 2021, personal communication). The updrafts located 5–15 km east of the ridgeline on 29 November (collected at \( z = 1.5 \) km AGL in Fig. 11) are measured \( \sim 0.4 \) km above the LCL, \( \sim 0.15 \) km above the LFC, and \( \sim 0.35 \) km above the CBL top estimated from the nearby radiosonde (Fig. 14). The cross section of the weakly precipitating cell on 4 December (at \( z = 1.0 \) km AGL; Fig. 12b) is measured approximately 1.2 km below the LCL and CBL top and 1.4 km below the LFC. Finally, the developing updraft on 3 July 2015 (at \( z = 1.25 \) km AGL; Figs. 13d–f) is measured approximately 0.7 km below the LFC, 0.6 km below the LCL, and 0.6 km below the CBL top. Our measurement altitudes might comprise an unequal comparison of updraft width and strength across these cases. The controls on updraft width by ambient meteorological conditions are still active areas of research, and some important details of the mesoscale environment (e.g., thermodynamic profiles within the regions of mesoscale ascent) are not consistently captured throughout our observing domains. These, caveats should be considered when comparing our results with other studies.

6. Summary

This study examined rare coordinated radiosonde observations and dual-Doppler radar wind retrievals capturing the initiation of deep moist convection during the RELAMPAGO, CACTI and PECAN field campaigns, permitting a detailed analysis of the environmental controls on the development of early convective updrafts. We focus on two main objectives, examining: (i) the interplay of mesoscale circulations and boundary layer flow convergence with the surrounding thermodynamic conditions that trigger deep convection initiation (CI), and (ii) the evolution of the size and intensity of the earliest detectable low-level precipitating updrafts. We compare three cases in which a variety of deep convective outcomes are observed, from poorly sustained CI processes yielding weak and short-lived cells to better-sustained CI events producing cells lasting a few hours.

Radiosonde measurements best representing the near-cloud environment indicated that CIN was effectively eliminated in all three cases. Low-to-middle tropospheric lapse rates generally were more unstable in the near-cloud environments of sustained CI events than in the poorly sustained events. This resulted in a vertical distribution of CAPE that favored larger updraft buoyancy near the LFC rather than higher in the troposphere, potentially aiding CI processes by offsetting buoyancy dilution from entrainment of environmental air. Of all metrics considered, the depth of the mesoscale lift best differentiated convective outcome, with the most sustained CI processes occurring with the deepest and most prominently observable low-level mesoscale flow convergence.

Observations of updraft thermal sizes and strengths that comprise deep convective clouds are valuable for understanding theoretical formulations of cloud growth, but are extremely limited in the literature. The earliest detectable low-level updrafts associated with sustained, precipitating deep convective cells were 3–5 km in diameter, larger than the typical 1–3-km-wide shallow updraft thermals associated with the surrounding convective boundary layer turbulence. Weak and short-lived precipitating cells lacked similarly large low-level updrafts that were typically indistinguishable from common convective boundary layer turbulence. The size of typical individual convective boundary layer thermals outside of mesoscale convergence zones may limit the potential for CI in overlying clouds because they are too narrow to survive entrainment from the free troposphere. This conclusion is perhaps partly supported by unsustained CI occurring on a day with little or no CIN, a small difference between the LFC height and boundary layer top, but relatively frail mesoscale convergence. Local variations of the mesoscale convergence mechanism triggering CI occurred owing to convective boundary layer turbulence structure, orography, or cyclonic circulation embedded within a surface wind shift boundary. This finding emphasizes the need to properly resolve or parameterize both mesoscale convective and mesoscale features of triggering mechanisms in numerical regional and climate models.

Although this work provides valuable three-dimensional measurements of low-level updrafts within deep convective clouds in their early stages relative to surrounding convective boundary layer thermals, the precise evolution of updrafts is partly obfuscated by the 10–15 min frequency and confinement of dual-Doppler observations to low levels (often to below 2.0 km AGL). There is still much to be learned about the physical controls on the size of moist updrafts, especially as air ascending in boundary layer thermals interacts with mesoscale lift and the ambient thermodynamic conditions en route to its LFC. Large eddy simulations with realistic terrain that ingest a large quantity of environmental observations may be an ideal tool for investigating these complex cross-scale relationships. Our cursory exploration of boundary layer depth suggests that terrain may aid in the coupling between the convective boundary layer and an elevated mixed layer, more readily generating deep low-level steep lapse rates than at locations over lower terrain. Future planned work involves further investigation of these cases and similar events to examine the evolution of the convective boundary layer relative to topography and surface properties. In addition, we will examine in-cloud microphysical measurements during the growth of congestus that may give a more detailed understanding of the evolution of updraft buoyancy and early precipitation processes associated with CI.
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